
TOWNSTAR TUTORIAL | HOW TO MAKE GAS

This guide is designed to help you get started playing Townstar. You do not need NFTs 

to play Townstar. Sign up to Gala Games and get started building a Town.

CRITICAL 
COMPLEX

Description: Townstar is a Farm Game. From the Creators of Farmville and Farmville 2 is Townstar. The 

game starts with a small Town, that you can build and construct to earn points. Townstar competitions run 

monthly, and you can win in-game assets just for playing. In-game assets are held on the blockchain, so 

when you hold it, you truly own it. The purpose of this game is to build a Town that can sustain on it's own.

Strategy

Items

Gas

Gas is used to make trades. 

Crude Oil

Crude oil is used to make 

Petroleum and energy. Right 

now, we will focus on the 

petroleum.

Fuel Storage

Petroleum, crude oil and gas 

are all stored in the fuel 

storage.

Wind Turbine

Wind Turbine makes energy.

Oak

You will need oak to build a water 

facility to make water barrels.

Water Barrel

The refinery does not use water 

buckets like the farmer and the 

builder. In order to make gas you 

will need water barrels.

Warehouse

The Warehouse is where the 

worker will store energy and the 

water facility guy will store water 

barrels.

Petroleum

Before you make gas, you will need 

to make petroleum.

Now it's time to work on your Gas. As long as you 

have Petroleum, Crude Oil, Water and Energy, you 

can make your own Gas using the refinery.

Gala Games

Gala Games
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Characters Tips

Water Facility

Water Facility will make water 

barrels.

Worker

Worker will collect your energy 

and and your crude oil.

Refinery

Refinery uses petroleum, 

energy and water barrels to 

make gas.

Townstar Facts

Pond boost

Place your water facility close to a 

pond, so it can receive the water boost. 

This will speed up your production 

since your water facility will not need to 

collect water buckets.

Resources

Try to make enough wind turbines and 

oil pumps to keep your worker and 

refinery busy. As long as they have 

resources they will not stop working.

Water Pump

Place a water pump next your refinery 

to so that he needs less water barrels to 

produce petroleum and gas. The water 

pump must be placed next to a pond.

Gala Games

Gala Games

Before you build a refinery, start collecting 

resources you need to make gas.

As long as your workers have the resources 

they need, they will not stop working. Add 

and take away from your Town until it is self-

sustainable.

Conclusion
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